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By Leia Dunn and 
Kimetris Baltrip 
Special to the Panther 
Rep. Mickey Leland 
(D-Houston) recently urged 
students to vote early, saying this 
is a "very critical time in our 
country. You can make a 
difference." 
"This is a crucial election, 
maybe the most crucial," Leland 
said. 
He told the All-Faith's Chapel 
audience not to expect any real 
difference between Vice-President 
George Bush and President Ronald 
Reagan. 
Leland, chairman of the Black 
Caucus, gave two reasons why the 
Republicans think they have the 
best chance of winning the 
presidential race: that there is 
complacency within the black 
community and that blacks are 
uninspired by the campaign. 
The Houston congressman 
said that President Reagan has 
reversed the support for minorities 
and poor people in America. The 
Equal Opportunity Commission 
"has been a joke" and Affirmative 
Action is seen as reversed 
discrimination, Leland said. He 
said Reaganites believe if special 
action is taken on behalf of 
minorities, white people are being 
discriminated against. 
Leland stated that 
Reaganomics has cut student 
grants and financial aid for college. 
He also said that although tuition 
is still relatively low in Texas as 
compared to other states, these 
cuts still keep minorities and the 
poor out of college. 
"Dukakis knows that in order 
to compete with the Japanese and 
Germans, minorities must be 
encouraged to go to school," 
Leland said. "Bush is listening to 
the same people who advise 
Reagan. We (blacks) fail to realize 
that there is a direct relationship 
I'm Eligible, 
Pegram Says 
By Kevin Lyons 
Sports Editor 
On Saturday, October 1, 1988 
around 1:30 p.m. at the Marriott 
Hotel in Dallas, Texas, Victor 
Pegram and Lynn Bradford received 
some bad news. Someone had 
conducted their own investigation 
into Pegram's eligibility status, 
and found both to be ineligible. 
In an exclusive interview with 
The Panther's Kevin Lyons, 
Pegram's side of the story was 
unfolded. 
Panther-.What actually 
happened - who started the 
investigation that now has you 
benched for an indefinite amount 
of time? 
Pegram:Grambling State 
coach Eddie Robinson spearheaded 
the controversial investigation that 
has me unable to play. Robinson 
conducted his own study and 
relayed his information to the 
SWAC and to Percy Pierre 
(President of PV A&M). Dr. 
Pierre then called the athletic 
director of PV (Brutus Jackson) 
and coach Catchings, and they 
decided that I should not play until 
they (.SWAC, PV) conducted then 
See PEGRAM page 17 
Photo by John Scott 
Band members form a clef during late night practice at Blackshear Field, while practicing for the Alcorn State game 
Leland Urges Students to Vote 
Candidates Down 
To Campaign Wire 
between Reagan and Bush." 
"Bush has wrapped himself in 
the American flag, but the fact is 
that the flag belongs to all of us," 
Leland added. 
Leland questioned the 
prosperity that Reagan says he has 
provided for the United States. He 
said that the United States is 
currently $1.3 trillion is debt 
(twice the amount when 
Democratic President Jimmy 
Carter was in office), and the U. 
S. owes $150 billion in interest 
on it. 
There are more than 20 
million people hungry, 
approximately three million 
homeless and about 33 million 
people living below the poverty 
level, Leland said. 
"The reality is that most 
Americans are suffering," Leland 
See LELAND page 7 
By Russ Clarkson, Wendell 
Goler, and Thelma Lebrecht 
AP News Bureau 
Michael Dukakis says he 
doesn't need sleep, and he's not 
getting much as he campaigns 
round-the-clock. The Democratic 
nominee is on a frantic schedule -
flying back and forth across the 
country ~ as he bids for an upset 
victory. Dukakis traveled from 
Colorado to California yesterday. 
He was flying overnight back to 
Ohio and Missouri - then back to 
California this afternoon. His final 
rallies in Iowa and maybe New 
Jersey come in the wee hours 
tomorrow morning. 
In his frenetic campaign 
endgame, Dukakis is focused on 
two themes. One's hid recent 
populist appeal - saying he's on 
the side of working families. The 
other is Bush's selection of Dan 
Quayle to be his running mate. 
Dukakis told a Portland, Oregon 
rally that Quayle's not a crisis 
manager - but a crisis that has to 
be managed. 
Dukakis' running mate Lloyd 
Bentsen is spending the 
campaign's final day mostly in 
See VOTE page 13 
Fourth Student Dies 
On Texas Highways 
IN MEMORIUM 
Death has once again struck 
the Prairie View family. Nicole 
Willie, a second semester 
freshman from Fort Worth, died 
tragically in a car accident on Oct. 
21. The accounting major was on 
her way home when the accident 
occulted. 
Funeral services were held 
Oct. 29. 
Willie is the fourth Prairie 
View A&M University student to 
die on Texas roads this year. 
Earlier in the semester, three other 
students were killed in an auto 
accident near Grocsbcck, Texas. 
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EDITORIRL 
Haue Fun, but 
not too much 
It's Homecoming 1988. Prairie View is 110 years old and the 
football team stands at .500! 
Thousands of students, alumni, friends and relatives will be on 
campus to help Prairie View celebrate. We agree there is much to see and 
do such as block parties, a talent show, the Miss Prairie View Coronation 
Ball, the football game, dorm open houses and the Keith Sweat concert. 
The Panther invites everyone to partake of the festivities, which 
conclude Sunday, Nov. 13 with 110th Anniversary celebrations at the 
John B. Coleman library. There is plenty of time to have fun, you don't 
have to try to have all your fun in one night. 
To name statistics for drunk driving, drag races and dares at the stop 
lights at FM 1098 and U. S. 290 would be too numerous for this page, 
but everyone should have an idea of the tragedies played out across the 
country daily, especially on holidays and other numerous occasions. 
So, go ahead, reminisce, party, remember, dance, sing, whatever you 
feel like doing, but do it in moderation. We want to see you make it 
through next week and we want to see you again next year. 
f  Forget Polls, Just Votei 
The debates are over and it is time for the American people, 
especially college students and (more importantly!) blacks, to vote for 
their candidate. In 1984, eight million eligible black voters failed to make 
it to the polls. Too had, blacks overall suffered in the present 
administration, but we have no one to fault but ourselves. 
We must make ourselves heard here at Prairie View. One vote can 
make a difference, as one Massachusetts legislator found out a month ago 
when he lost by one vote because he failed to cast his own. More 
recently, in a county in Texas, a candidate for office was shocked to hear 
he lost his bid for office by one vote. He then realized - he forgot to vote 
himself! 
Ignore those news polls the media announces daily, trying to sell a 
candidate. News polls cannot accurately predict a race by asking 1000 
randomly selected people, many of whom are not minorities. These polls 
only serve to make people think their candidate is either so far ahead in a 
race they don't need to vote or their choice is so far behind, their vote cold 
not possibly make up the difference. Likewise, election day exit polls are 
not to be trusted either, as it is quite hard to have a reporter at every single 
voting place. 
The Panther is not in the business of endorsing candidates, but, 
instead, urges voters to look at the issues first, then decide which 
candidates they think will do the best job. The power to vote is more 
powerful than most people think. It can literally affect the way you live 
your life for the next two to four years. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Student Dislikes Being Put in the '99.4' Crowd 
First of all, let's get 
something straight. The only 
reason a woman would need a man 
like you would be to take out the 
trash and do the lawn. 
You are a very small-minded 
person and your perception of 
women is way off. 
In your editorial, you said a 
woman should jump when a man 
asks for his dinner or a cold beer. 
Well, I sure would hate to see the 
fool you marry. We are not slaves 
and whoever put that idea in your 
head can go to hell and you can, 
too, for believing that idea. 
Look, we dor.'t mind doing 
things for you, but don't take us 
and what we do for granted. If you 
continue to take us for granted, 
you might, or shall I say you 
will, find yourself with no one. 
A bit of advice from a lady in 
the 99.4 percentile: Rethink what 
you said and then go out and find 
yourself a woman. From your 
editorial, it seems to me that you 
are a lonely man looking for a 
woman and you are constantly 
being rejected. I can't blame them 
very much because for all they 
know, you could be some deranged 
lunatic. 
Please continue to write your 
illiterate editorials; they're good 
for a day's laugh. 
Nicole Hinton 
Dearest Ms. Hinton, 
Thank you for your 
response. I'm sorry that in 
your anger you were unable 
to read between the lines 
and get to the true meaning 
of my editorial. 
As you stated, "the only 
reason a woman would need 
a man like you would be to 
take out the trash and do 
the lawn." Yes, this is 
true. The point is that 
many of you find 
yourselves with men like 
this and are dumb enough 
to stay with them. They 
shouldn't complain because 
as long as they stay, every 
bit of it is deserved. A man 
who treats a woman like 
this is not a true 
chauvinist, but simply a 
weak person. 
It is those off you who 
continue to let yourselves 
be treated this way that 
cause many men to remain 
apathetic and simply not 
care. Was the point that 
you should jump when a 
man says so? The point was 
that if you're dumb enough 
to do it, then shut up. 
I'm glad that you don't 
wish to be taken for 
granted, but why do you 
consider yourself one of the 
99.4 percent? 
A bit of advice from a 
chauvinist: Reread the 
article, rethink what you 
said and be secure that you 
can become one of the .06 
percent who will never 
jump for an ignorant man. 
Now who's laughing? 
Letter-to-the-editor need to be 300 words or less, typed 
double space, with a name and phone number. They are 
subject to editing for grammar and libel. They can be 
dropped off by Room 209, 207, or 216 from 8 a.m. - 5 
p.m. Monday - Friday. Or they can be mailed to P. O. Box 
156, Prairie View, Texas 77446. Our phone number is 
1-409-857-2132. 
OPINION 
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Common Sense Will  Eliminate '99.4' 
By Don Gray 
Op-Ed Wri t e r  
Way to go, ladies. Once 
again you have proven that no 
matter what color you paint it ...a 
brick is still a brick. In case you're 
a little slow, the reference is to the 
thickness of your minds and 
inability to grasp concepts below 
surface levels (unless of course it 
involves below the surface 
activities). 
I suppose I took for granted 
the thinking level of the young 
ladies on this campus. Once again 
you simply need to be educated. 
Break it down... if you happened 
to be one of the young ladies mad 
at Don Gray, it's only because you 
know you're one of the 99.4 
percent bimbos I spoke of in 
"Women Need to Wake Up..." If 
anything we all need to reach 
inside ourselves and be an cry with 
the silly games we all play. 
Wake up, children. Read 
between the lines (if you have the 
ability). Many of you seem to 
ignore the challenge to look a 
little deeper and respect 
yourselves. In a not so nice way 
I've stated the truth in how many 
of us view our women. The point 
is not whether or not I am one of 
these men. If you have any pride 
and integrity- which obviously 
many of you don't and can't- you 
should have laughed and been 
secure that you were one of that 
elite .06 percent of quality ladies. 
Stop putting yourselves down by 
allowing men to treat you like 
stupid, self-centered, trifling, 
'skeazoid', garden utensils. Yes, it 
is a vicious cycle but we can stop 
it if we realize that we are here to 
prepare for life both morally and 
academically, so let's leave the 
high school behavior behind. I 
have presented the ultimate 
challenge for the 'weaker' sex to 
stand up and demand the respect 
you've earned by causing you to 
react and investigate why many 
men act the way they do. 
Let's face real life. All of us 
are here to get an education (at 
least most of us anyway). At the 
same time we interact with each 
other in our search for that perfect 
'beat'. Career goals, awards, 
money...it's all nice; but life is 
a b o u t  r e l a t i o n s h i p s .  
Unfortunately, the way we often 
deal with each other isn't worth 
warm shit. Hopefully ("I have a 
dream..."), you're all intelligent 
enough (Hah-Hah!) to look past 
the two absurd examples in the 
previous editorial and get to the 
root of the problem. 
If we continue to act the way 
we do, the white media will 
continue to capitalize in their 
efforts to knock us a notch lower 
by portraying relationships like 
Mike Tyson and Robin Givens. 
I'm hurt by this also because our 
black publications simply 
followed suit. Can you imagine 
the brainwashing our little 
brothers and sisters will have gone 
through by the time they are 
e x p l o r i n g  r e l a t i o n s h i p s ?  
Personally I think relationships 
like Olympic gold medalist 
Florence Griffith-Joyner and 
husband-coach A1 Joyner should 
have seen more press than they 
have. Be honest, how many of 
you know more about the 
tribulations of Mike Tyson than 
about the faith of two loving 
individuals that finally let the 
world see Flo-Jo? 1 thought so. 
It's because you have small petty 
minds. 
The object is not to find fault 
and place blame, but to reach a 
higher level so we can all work 
together to preserve the unity of 
our most precious resource, THE 
BLACK FAMILY. 
Go ahead, be angry. Be angry 
with your behavior. Be angry with 
our attitudes. When it's all over 
simply shut up and start working 
to straighten this whole mess out. 
Just remember ladies, if you're 
dumb enough to lay in the holes 
others dig for you, then you 
deserve it so don't complain. 
Smelling Coffee Should be Sidebar to Good Relationships 
By Marion Jackson 
Gues t  Co lumnis t  
In response to "Women Need 
to Wake Up, Smell the Coffee and 
Get a Man in Their Lives" by Don 
Gray (Oct. 7, 1988 Panther, pg. 
3), I would like to say, firstly, 
that I do have a man. Secondly, if 
I decided that I didn't need him 
anymore, I would and could still 
be happy. 
Mr. Gray must have been 
bom in the stone age or was raised 
by parents that were. Where had he 
bee and what gives him the idea 
that men let women go to school? 
If I'm correct, slavery ended long 
ago, so women need only answer 
to themselves. In case Mr. Gray 
forgot, women were the ones who 
taught their children to read and 
write. They were also the ones 
that encouraged their children to 
seek a better education so that they 
would not have to depend on 
another for bills to be paid or 
money to be made. 
My objective for coming to 
college is to get an education, then 
a job to support myself and my 
lifestyle. I do not need a man to 
buy me jewels, pay my rent or use 
half his paycheck (yes, some men 
are stupid enough to do this) to 
buy me a wardrobe. I am 
responsible for those things, and if 
I want and need them bad enough, 
Mr. Gray, what's wrong with 
women wanting better things? All 
our lives we've had to sacrifice 
(and still do) things for our 
families to make their lives easier. 
My mom, who is a single parent, 
gave up a lot so that my brother 
and I could have things that other 
kids had in school. She worked 
extra hard and not once complained 
about it to us. So, what's wrong 
with having an $85,000 job and a 
PhD if we are intelligent and 
capable of getting it for ourselves? 
We smell the coffee daily Mr. 
Gray, but you need to take your 
own advice and wake up. You arc 
being very closeminded and down 
right ancient. If you were smart, 
you would consider it a blessing 
for women to have the desire to 
make their own money and take 
care of themselves. To be blunt, 
it's less out of your pocket. 
Statistics say the ratio of 
female to male is 7:1 and, from 
what I've seen, you guys are 
trying to get as many women as 
possible. Is it a game to see who 
can have the most "babes" in one 
semester or do you men really feel 
something for these ladies? 
We have reasons for calling 
s o m e  m e n  d o g s .  T h e y  f i t  
Webster's description ("a worthless 
person") exactly. What woman 
wants a man who's seeing three 
ladies in Drew, two in Banks and 
one who must may be her 
financial aid counselor? 
It's time out for games. If we 
can't walk together, work together 
and dream together, then what is 
the purpose of being together? 
When I come home and close 
my doors, I belong to myself. As 
Eddie Murphy said in "Raw," 
women believe that no one owns 
them. We are our own person, we 
are real, although there are a lot of 
things fake about women (hair, 
nails, eyes, etc), but we feel, too. 
We have dreams and wants. 
There are many of us who are 
extremely intelligent. We just 
don't let all of you know it 
because you expect so much less. 
Mr. Gray, two more questions-
does our intelligence intimidate 
you, and does it mean we've 
spoiled the future games you and 
your friends have planned to play 
on us? 
Mr. Gray, we still love our 
black men, at least some of them. 
We have to search, but there are a 
few who know who to treat a lady 
properly. This does not mean 
coming out of their pockets 365 
days a year, but giving us those 
intangible things like respect 
(which there is a shortage Of), 
admiration for our desire to leam, 
and, above all, encouragement and 
support of our endeavors. 
All we ask for in return for 
our love is that you give a chance 
to prove that we're good at 
s o m e t h i n g  o t h e r  t h a n  
housekeeping and having babies. 
Help us when you see that we 
can't make it alone. 
God put us here as helpmates 
for Man, but He didn't say we 
were to walk behind Man.. In no 
way will we ever be truly equal 
because we are the weaker sex, but 
what right does a man have to 
think that he can control the lives 
of women? 
What right does a man have 
to say that women don't need nice 
clothes, expensive perfumes and 
such if he isn't paying for it? 
The bottom line is we went 
to school, have educations and are 
rising to the top. With or without 
a man many of us will reach our 
goals and, believe it or not, we 
will be content. That's not a joke 
or a mistake, it's reality and men 
must accept the fact and deal with 
it. Don't be intimidated by our 
dreams for success. Love us, walk 
with us, share it with us. 
Note :  Outs tand ing  
young  lady ,  you  deserve  
every bit of respect you 
demand and obviously you 
will accept no less. 
Thank you for an 
educated and truly valuable 
response. If you are as real 
as your response indicates, 
any "true" man would find 
it a pleasure to love you, 
walk with your and share 
your dreams of success. 
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NEWS 
Pan-Hellenic Forum Explains Greekdom 
By Charisse Galloway 
Photography Editor 
Zelia Z. Wiley, former 
Student Government President 
1987-1988, won the office of 
Chairman of the Chancellor of 
Texas A&M's Student Advisory 
Board on October 10, 1988. 
The chancellor's student 
advisory board consists of 4 
state supported universities: 
Prairie View A&M , Texas 
A&M, Texas A&M in 
Galveston, and Tarleton State 
University. 
The purpose of the 
Chancellor's Student Advisory 
Board is to hear the collective 
concerns of the students 
represented on the board. 
Acting as a liaison between 
the student body of Prairie View 
and ultimately the Texas Board 
of Regents, Ms. Wiley will chair 
the board, which represents the 
collective concerns of 
approximately 150,000 students. 
The board's meetings 
coincide with the Texas Board 
of Regents' meetings. The 
advisory board observes how 
they run their meetings and 
discuss certain issues within the 
system. 
Ms. Wiley's involvement 
with the Chancellor of the 
Texas A&M School System, and 
more important, the Texas 
Board of Regents, is a valuable 
one. 
Last school year, in her 
former office as SGA President, 
her theme was "Advance 
through Unity." 
Ms. Wiley still emphasizes 
this theme. Through her 
persistence to elevate Prairie View 
A&M to its highest level, 
students have an opportunity to 
be more unified with the second 
largest school system in the 
nation (Texas A&M). 
Now that Prairie View has 
a chance to be heard by the 
Texas Board of Regents at a new 
level, let us be encouraged to 
voice our concerns to the right 
authorities in order to make our 
interests known. 
In doing so, this could 
possibly help eliminate some 
campus problems and concerns. 
This is what should happen 
when a problem arises: 
1. Report problem or 
concern to Class President. 
2. He or she will report it to 
Student Government President. 
3. Student Government 
President will report the issue 
to Zelia Wiley. 
4. Ms. Wiley will bring 
the issue to the advisory board 
and present it to the chancellor. 
5. The chancellor will 
present the issue to the Texas 
Board of Regents. 
6. The Texas Board of 
Regents will discuss the issue 
and respond to it. 
Robinson Presents Solutions to Apartheid 
By Carla White 
Advertising Manager 
Executive Director of 
Trans-Africa, Randall Robinson, 
addressed the Focus Seminar, 
October 24, in Hobart Taylor 
Recital Hall. Robinson's 
organization lobbies for the 
Caribbean and for Africa and is the 
most visible advocate against 
apartheid. 
Robinson spoke out 
against apartheid and pointed out 
that Black Americans have a 
responsibility to all men and 
women of color. 
"A community without 
money is a community without 
power," Robinson said. 
The question we face now, in 
the 1980's, is, how do we gain 
the capital to acquire a formidable 
power base? Robinson queried. If 
this question could be answered, 
Black Americans would be able to 
amend many of the ills that face 
us here in the United States, he 
explained. 
"What Black Americans do 
need," suggested Robinson, "is to 
train young adults to be more 
corporate-minded and politically 
active." 
Children, as well as young 
adults, have to believe that the 
ideas they have will make an 
impact on on every man and 
woman who becomes aware of the 
idea, Robinson said. 
Our next step is to obtain and 
to create positions where we are 
the decision makers, not the 
followers, the Trans-Africa director 
said. 
There must be something that 
can be done to heighten the morale 
and determination of what could 
become a lost people, he stated. 
"Black Americans must 
brainstorm in think tanks and 
become a people of thinkers before 
entering the mainstream on the 
American corporate forefront," 
Robinson said. 
Additionally, Robinson 
encouraged Black Americans to 
travel America, and outside of 
America, to educate and expand 
themselves. The influence of the 
United States permeates, like an 
empire, throughout the globe and 
many of us are not aware of this. 
We must become mindful too, of 
other international experiences, 
Robinson said. 
Robinson stated later that 
the fate of Black Americans and 
Black Africans is intertwined. 
What Black Africans are 
facing might foreshadow what's in 
store for Black Americans. 
If they (Black South 
Africans) are in the majority and 
are oppressed, what could happen 
to Black Americans when we are 
just more than 10% of the entire 
U.S. population? Robinson posed. 
Having lived in Africa for a 
while, Robinson has first-hand 
knowledge of the issues that face 
Africans. 
Regarding the situation in 
South Africa, Robinson pointed 
out that there are 27 million 
black Africans and 4 1/2 million 
Afrikaaners (white Africans) living 
in South Africa, the main problem 
being the imbalance of power 
and inhumane practices of the 
white rulers. 
"Equality will never crystallize 
if companies such as Shell Oil, 
Mobil, Cal-Tex, and 
Exxon provide oil to the South 
African military police and we 
don't hold them accountable." 
Many people are not aware of 
the hidden conspiracies that many 
Japanese and American 
corporations are perpetuating, 
Robinson said. Japan supplies the 
South African Afrikaaners with 
almost 50% of their goods. 
At the same time, the U.S. 
provides Israel with $700-1,000 
per person in aid. Africans only 
receive $2.96 per person from the 
U.S. 
Robinson concluded that 
Black Americans need to educate 
themselves beyond superficialities. 
"This generation must take 
tne baton and go further than my 
generation was able to go," 
Robinson said. 
AP National News 
Secretary pleads guilty 
If you watched the CBS 
miniseries ''Murder Ordained" last 
year, you may be interested in this 
update on the story. Former 
church secretary Lorna Anderson 
Eldridge has now pleaded guilty to 
helper her former minister and 
lover murder her husband. Eldridge 
told a court in Junction City, 
Kansas that she and Thomas Bird 
plotted to kill her husband in 
1983, and that she gave Bird the 
handgun he used in the murder. 
Eldridge and Bird are already in jail 
in connection with an earlier, 
unsuccessful plot against her 
husband, Martin Anderson. 
Texas jobless rate rises 
DALLAS - The October 
unemployment rate in Texas 
moved up to 7.4 percent. That 
compares to a 7 percent jobless 
rate in September. 
1-10 Suspect questioned 
EL PASO - Investigators want to 
know if a man charged with 
murder in an I-10 traffic rampage 
was involved in the 1987 shooting 
of a woman and her daughter. In 
last year's case, the two victims 
survived, although they were left 
for dead in a field. 
Texas-size loss for airline 
HOUSTON - Texas Air 
Corporation lost about $114 
million in the third quarter that 
ended Sept. 30. Houston-based 
Texas Air is the parent of 
Continental Airlines and Eastern 
Airlines. 
Teacher investigated 
PASADENA - The Pasadena 
Independent School District is 
conducting an investigation in the 
case of a 50-year-old teacher who's 
dating a 16-year-old former 
student. The educator says he feels 
like a spring chicken and won't 
stop seeing the girl. 
Sakahrov sees grandchild 
BOSTON - Soviet physicist 
Andrei Sakahrov met his 
four-year-old granddaughter for the 
first time Sunday. The meeting 
was only one of many visits for 
See AP page 8 
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CS0: More Than Just a Name 
By Carla Boatner 
Staff Reporter 
The Council of Student 
Organizations (CSO) has a new 
goal: To improve organizations' 
involvement on campus and in the 
community. 
"Organization of the Month" 
is one of the new ideas to help 
obtain this goal. The organization 
that has the most community and 
campus involvement and has the 
most service and educational 
projects will vie for the 
"Organization of the Month." 
According to 1988-89 CSO 
President and member of Club 
"Chic" Trina Francis, all 
organizations have registered and 
paid CSO dues for the fall 
semester. All lines should be over 
the week BEFORE Homecoming. 
Any organization that has a 
line and they're not registered or 
haven't paid CSO dues this 
semester will be charged with 
violating University policy. 
Two organizations are already 
suspended and fined until fall 1989 
for violating the University's 
policy. An additional organization 
is under investigation and 
observation. 
In other news, the 
Pan-Hellenic Council President for 
1988-89 term is Darryl Berry, 
member of Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity. Berry is ready for an 
exciting and prosperous year. 
Berry also urges the fraternities 
and sororities to get involved in 
community and campus projects. 
Berry also wants all students, 
not just Council members, to 
submit information or any 
suggestions they might have. 
He also mentioned that the 
pledge period began October 10, 
Cruse Speaks at Conuocation 
Harold Cruse, internationally 
acclaimed social theorist and 
University of Michigan professor 
of History and Afro-American 
Studies will lecture at PVAMU on 
Nov. 10 and 11. The lecture by 
Cruse will be one of the 
intellectual highlights of the 
University's Homecoming week 
celebration. Prof. Cruse will speak 
on the current state of the Black 
Movement at 3 p.m., Thursday, 
Nov. 10 in the Johnson-Phillips 
All-Faiths Chapel. He will lead a 
small group discussion at 10 a.m. 
Friday, Nov. 11. 
Dr. Cruse is best known for 
his trailblazing classic, The Crisis 
Qf the Negro Intellectual which 
was published at the height of the 
civil rights movement in the 
1960's. His most recent work, 
Plural hut Equal attempts to 
explain why black Americans 
remain a subordinate caste in 
America and offers a controversial 
strategy for the liberation of black 
people in the 21st century. 
Prof. Cruse, who is a 
self-made intellectual, has a unique 
background for an academician. 
Before joining the University of 
Michigan faculty in 1968, he 
worked as a journalist, film editor 
and research specialist in New 
Club Chic Girls Offer Scholarship 
Club Chic is sponsoring the 
annual Mae Helen James 
Scholarship Fund. The scholarship 
will be used to help someone 
scholastically and financially 
through the course of becoming 
successful. Funds for the 
scholarship cane from a fashion 
show sponsored by Club Chic last 
semester. 
For more ir,formation on the 
scholarship, ;>iitact Diane 
Chambers, Sponsor at 857-2517 
Club Chic recently visited the 
Home Health Agency for the 
Elderly in Hempstead. There, they 
passed out bags of fruit and sat 
down and talked with the patients. 
•:/ 
Ms. Gylla Headly, center, is presented scholarship from Mr. Hoover Cardin, Cooperative 
Extension Program administrator and Dr. Elizabeth Noel, Home Economics department head. 
Four Prairie Students received the Career Awareness and Youth Leadership Laboratory 
scholarships; Miss Headly, DeAndre Weakley, Sterling Smith and Jeffery Christopher. The 
students are majors from home economics and agriculture. 
York City. His works and 
political involvement brought him 
in direct contact with many of the 
outstanding political and literary 
figures of the 1940's and 1950's. 
His writings appeared in a variety 
of publications including. The 
Crisis. Negro Digest. Presence 
Africaine. The New York Review 
of Books and The New Leader. 
1988 and will end November 19, 
1988, and there are no fraternities 
or sororities on probation. 
Keesee Chosen 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
National Veep 
LaCharles Paul Keesee, II, a 
senior electrical engineering major 
at Prairie View A&M University, 
has been elected National Vice 
President of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity. The election took place 
at the 68th national meeting in 
Dallas in August 
Keesee is enrolled in the 
Benjamin Banneker Honors 
College at PVAMU and plans to 
graduate in May 1989 and then 
either work for AT&T Bell 
Laboratories or enter law school. 
He is a member of many 
professional and academic 
or &am7.auowa, iwcAvnWw^,*. v\\c. 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers, the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, the Blackstonc Pre-Law 
Society, the Economics and 
Finance Club, and the Engineering 
and Public Policy Society. 
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA 
Immediate openings for Men & Women 
$11,000 - $60,000 
Construction, manufacturing, secretarial work, 
nurses, Engineering, Sales. 
Hundreds of jobs listed. 
CALL NOW! 
206-736-7000 
HAIR BY FAIR 
"HOMECOMING SPECIAL" 
Relaxers...$25.00 Color...$25.00 Shampoo & Blow Drv...$15.00 
Curls...$30.00 Shampoo/Set...$10.00 Cut/Blow Dry/Stvle...$18.00 
714 1/2 FM 1098 
(behind Sandwich Shop) 
Phone: 857-9111 
Call for appointment (Mon. - Sun.) Will take walk-ins 
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Prairie View Night Club A Big Hit 
By Jeffery Armstrong 
Managing Editor 
"Pee's and Vee's," Prairie 
View A&M University's version 
of a nightclub, celebrated its grand 
opening to the public on October 
15, 1988. 
The club, held in the West 
Wing of Alumni Hall, featured all 
the elements of a typical 
nightclub, including candelit 
tables, drinks (non-alcoholic), and 
even barmaids. These elements 
gave the club a very comfortable 
atmosphere. 
"I felt that 'Pee's and Vee's' 
had a very relaxing atmosphere," 
said Lyndell Cogshell, an 
Accounting major. "It was much 
different than other such activities 
sponsored here." 
Although there was a DJ 
present at "Pee's and Vee's," live 
entertainment was featured 
throughout most of the evening. 
The live entertainment started 
with the STP Band, featuring lead 
singer James Ross. He started the 
party rolling with Bobby Brown's 
"My Prerogative" and almost 
immediately, the crowd got "into 
the groove." Next, he sang 
"Teddy's Jam" by Guy, which he 
was asked to sing again later that 
night. 
KPVU 2nd fundraiser 
A Big Carnival 
By Tatia Epting 
Feature Editor 
Prairie View A&M 
University's radio station, KPVU 
91.3 FM, kicked off its second 
fundraiser this year, Carnival '88. 
The non-commercial radio station 
is attempting to raise money for 
their operational budget. 
Carnival '88 began October 
23 and will conclude November 
6. 
Despite having to go off the 
air for two days last week because 
of a blown tube, the fundraiser has 
been going stronger than ever, said 
General Manager and director of 
the fundraiser Dr. Lori Gray. Dr. 
Gray is enthused with the 
response so far. "Support from 
students has been very positive," 
Dr. Gray said. 
SKYDIVE TEXAS 
Student Training 
Member of U.S. 
Parachute Association 
(713) 334-3311 
CRUISE SHIPS 
Now hiring Men & Women 
Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay, plus world travel 
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. 
CALL NOW! 
206-736-7000 
Other performers were Sheila 
Deese, who sang "Sweet Love" by 
Anita Baker, and Norton 
Campbell, who sang a popular 
song by Luther Vandross. 
Judging by the crowd's 
reactions, however, James Ross 
and the STP Band were the top 
performers of the night The ladies 
screamed when he crooned such 
ballads as "How Deep Is Your 
Love" by Keith Sweat and "One 
More Try" by George Michael. 
In fact, the crowd really came 
to life when he sang "One More 
Try." Ross grabbed a young lady 
out of the crowd and sung the 
whole song to her, falling on his 
knees and really putting on an 
inspired performance for her. The 
crowd went wild. 
The DJ was unfazed by all the 
live entertainment and played 
some good music. He played 
"Harlem Shuffle" by the Rolling 
Stones twice and had the whole 
crowd doing the Harlem Shuffle, a 
dance which has become the thing 
to do at parties now. 
The good time that people had 
last month at "Pec s and Vee's" 
made some wish for much more. 
"I don't think that this should 
only happen once a month," 
Cogshell said. "This needs to 
happen every Thursday, Friday and 
New Kids on the Block Favor Jackson 5 
More than Hometown Heroes 
Pledges are being taken over 
the radio and can be brought to the 
radio station, which is located in 
Hilliard Hall. 
KPVU provided Halloween 
night excitement in the Women's 
Gym by sponsoring a haunted 
house, a costume ball and a 
dance. 
The haunted house left a 
lasting impression. "The end was 
the best," said PV student Rondon 
Nelson. 
With the success of Carnival 
'88's Halloween night activities, 
KPVU plans to have more events 
like this in the future, said 
KPVU account executive Charles 
Porter. 
Carnival '88 will end with 
KPVU hosting a Gospel Fest in 
Navasota, Texas, on November 5 
featuring Michael McKay and 
Redeem, Kathy Taylor and the 
Choraleers, Victory, and Prairie 
View A&M 's own Baptist 
Student Movement Choir. 
By Gregory Smith 
Editor-in-Chief 
First thoughts when you hear 
New Kids On the Block will 
probably be about how they're just 
another bunch of black teens 
imitating New Edition. Probably. 
However, they are not exactly 
what you would think. One 
glimpse of their album and you'll 
be surprised. Could those same 
teens who sing so good and sound 
like New Edition actually be 
white? 
Yes. 
The group hails from the 
same neighborhood as New 
Edition, namely the Dorchester 
section of Boston. I had a chance 
to hear them live, when I worked 
as a park ranger in Boston this 
past summer, and I'll admit they 
surprised me. 
They had all the girls at their 
special Franklin Park performance 
(and there were hundreds) 
screaming for them, black,white, 
| Hispanic and Asian alike. 
They recenly hit the top 10 
| on the Billboard pop charts and the 
top 5 on the R&B charts with 
their debut song "Please Don't Go 
(Girl)." It features soft ballads, 
with nice background vocals. 
The majority of the songs on 
the album arc ballads. But they do 
hit the heavy stuff. The follow-up 
to "Please Don't Go" is "The 
Right Stuff," a creative mix of 
pop and soul that should do well. 
Then .there is, their anthem 
"Hangin' Tough" with heavy 
metal guitar solos and a heavy rap 
flavor. "Whatcha Gonna' Do 
About It?" is the same way, 
taking an R&B tune and 
combining it with pop flavor. 
The female fans of New Kids 
on The Block won't have to worry 
if their boyfriends seem to 
jammin' off the strong songs. 
There are more than enough 
ballads to go around. 
"I'll Be Lovin' You" will 
make more than one winter night 
cosy. "I Remember When" will 
remind older people of the Jackson 
Five's "Maybe Tomorrow" and 
"Mama, I Found That Girl." Just 
the right mix of soul and pop will 
make this tune a favorite. Also, "I 
Need You" sounds a little bit like 
gospel, much like the Jackson 5's 
"Who's Loving You?" "Cover 
Girl" goes back to the 70's with 
bands like J. Geils Band, early 
Huey Lewis & the News. 
New Kids on the Block have 
naturally been compared to New 
Edition, just as the Osmonds were 
touted as the white counterparts to 
the Jackson Five. They are the 
same and different in many ways, j 
True, both are from Boston and j 
NKOTB sound like New Edition, j 
but New Kids on the Block have 
strayed away from the popcorn j 
tunes like "Candy Girl" and 
"Popcorn Love" that had Edition 
labeled as the 1980's Jackson 
Five. They prefer to set their own 
style and they will if they I 
continue to produce and sing 
songs like thev are doing now 
Saturday. It's really something 
great to do on the weekends." 
AP: On This Date 
Today is Monday, Nov. 7, the 
312th day of 1988. There are 54 
days left in the year. 
Today's highlight in history: 
On Nov. 7, 1917, Russia's 
Bolshevik Revolution took place 
as forces led by Vladimir Ilyich 
Lenin overthrew the provisional 
government of Alexander 
Kerensky. 
On this date: 
In 1874, the Republican Party 
was symbolized as an elephant for 
the first time in a cartoon drawn 
b y  T h o m a s  N a s t  i n  H a r p e r ' s  
Weekly. 
In 1885, the Canadian Pacific 
Railway was completed as the last 
spike was driven at Craigellachie. 
In 1916, Republican Jeannette 
Rankin of Montana became the 
first woman elected to Congress. 
In 1918, during World War I, 
an erroneous report from the 
United Press that an armistice had 
been signed set off celebrations 
across the country. 
In 1940, the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge in Washington State 
collapsed during a windstorm 
which sent the 2800-foot span 
crashing into Puget Sound. 
In 1944, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt won a fourth term in 
office, defeating Thomas E. 
Dewey. 
In 1962, Richard M. Nixon, 
having lost California's 
gubernatorial race, held what he 
called his "last press conference," 
telling reporters, "You won't have 
Nixon to kick around anymore." 
In 1962, former first lady 
Eleanor Roosevelt died in New 
York City. 
In 1967, Carl Stokes was 
elected the first black mayor of a 
major city - Cleveland, Ohio. 
In 1967, President Lyndon B. 
Johnson signed a bill establishing 
the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting. 
In 1972, President Richard M. 
Nixon was re-elected in a landslide 
over Democrat George McGovern. 
In 1973, Congress overrode 
President Nixon's veto of the War 
Powers Act, which limits a chief 
executive's power to wage war 
without Congressional approval. 
In 1986, freed American 
See DATE page 8 
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Campus Reminded of Hazing Laws 
Texas state law requires the 
university to publish a list of 
organizations that have been 
disciplined for hazing or convicted 
for hazing on or off the campus 
during the previous three years 
(beginning with September 1987). 
Since the Fall semester 1987 the 
following organizations have 
received such discipline: 
1 .  W i s c o n s i n  S l e e p e r s  
(suspended until De. 1989). 
2 .  K a r n a t i o n  K o u r t  
( s u s p e n d e d  u n t i l  A u g u s t  
1 9 8 9 ) .  
Texas state law also requires 
the university to publish a 
summary of the provisions of the 
hazing law which follows: 
"Hazing means any 
intentional, knowing or reckless 
act, occurring on or off the 
campus of an educational 
institution, by one person alone or 
acting with others, directed against 
a student, that endangers the 
Leland 
mental or physical health or safety 
of a student for the purpose of 
pledging, being initiated into, 
affiliating with, holding office in, 
or maintaining membership in 
any organization whose members 
are or include students at an 
educational institution. 
An individual commits a 
hazing offense if the person 
encourages hazing, knowingly 
permits hazing to occur, or has 
firsthand knowledge of the 
planning or execution of a specific 
hazing incident and fails to report 
said knowledge in writing to the 
University hearing officer, Mrs. 
Vivian Smith, Room No. 317, 
Evans Hall. 
An organization commits a 
hazing offense if the organization 
condones or encourages hazing or 
if an officer or any combination of 
members, pledges, or alumni of 
the organization commits or 
assists in the commission of 
hazing. 
from page 1 
said, adding that blacks and 
Hispanics comprise a 
disproportionate number of those 
suffering. 
He went on to say that the 
Congressional Black Caucus, 
composed of 23 black 
representatives, has had to fight 
the Reagan administration for 
restoration of civil rights and the 
extension of the voting rights act. 
He said Reagan advocated the 
tax program that has "wrecked" 
the middle class and that he vetoed 
the minimum sanctions bill 
against South Africa. 
"Dukakis has declared South 
Africa a terrorist state," Leland 
said. "If he gets into office, we 
won't have to worry about him 
killing a sanctions bill." 
T h e  R e a g a n - B u s h  
administration also diminished 
organized labor, Leland stated. 
"The Air Traffic Controllers 
Union endorsed Reagan and Bush 
and later the union was dismissed 
by them," Leland pointed out. 
" T h i s  a c t i o n  w a s  t h e  
administration's first step in 
union-busting." 
The Black Caucus also fought 
with Reagan for five percent of the 
military budget to be set aside for 
minority business opportunities. 
"Reagan put up 'road blocks' 
Hazing offenses may result in 
University disciplinary action as 
well as criminal prosecution. If 
convicted of a criminal offense, 
individuals may be subject to a 
fine, confinement in a county jail, 
o r  b o t h  s u c h  a c t i o n s .  
Organizations may be subjected to 
fines and other financial liability. 
A copy of the hazing law may be 
obtained in my office for full 
review. 
From the Office of the 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Dr. Elaine P. Adams 
Evans Hall, Room 305. 
claiming that minority businesses 
are not qualified to do business 
with the defense department," 
Leland said. "If George Bush wins, 
the stalling will continue." 
"The final step is to the 
Supreme Court and most of its 
members are Republican," Leland 
said. "Thurgood Marshall is old 
and feeble, but refuses to retire 
until there is another democrat on 
the Supreme Court." 
Leland informed students 
about absentee voting, which 
takes place up until this evening. 
Absentee voting is for people who 
may not be able to vote November 
8. 
Leland declared the race is not 
over, despite news polls. 
"If you believe me, what can 
you do to ensure a democrat in the 
White House?" Leland asked. 
"You can go to the polls and 
vote and encourage others to do 
the same," he replied. 
"People ask 'does my vote 
count'," Leland said. "When yours 
is the one in the thousand it may 
take to win, it counts." 
Folks here are still talking about 
"The 1952 Incident." For some reason still 
unknown, a certain graduating class at a 
certain university t.iiSsed what was cer­
tainly the opportunity of a lifetime. 
The chance to meet with a recruiter from 
the National Security Agency. 
Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe 
something else caught their eye. But the fact 
remains, a meeting with NSA could have 
meant a future full of challenging, exciting 
projects. 
Now you've got the same chance. Our 
recruiter will be visiting campus soon In 
search of talented mathematicians, com­
puter scientists, electrical engineers and 
linguists. We're looking for people who want 
to work on important hands-on assign­
ments, right from the start. 
NSA is the agency responsible for produc­
ing foreign intelligence information, safe­
guarding our government's communications 
and securing computer systems for the 
Department of Defense. 
And we're equally committed to helping 
you make your future strong. So do yourself 
a favor and meet with us. You don't need 3-D 
glasses to see that it's a great opportunity. 
NSA will be on campus December'l inter­
viewing seniors majoring in Electrical 
Engineering, Computer Science and Math. 
National 
Security 
Agency 
Attn; M322 (AAM), Ft. Meade, Maryland 20758-6000 
An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members 
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AP from page 4 
the 67-year-old human rights 
activist, who's visiting relatives in 
the Boston area. Sakahrov arrived 
in the U. S. Sunday for a 
two-week visit that will include a 
trip to Washington. It's the first 
time he's traveled outside the 
Soviet Union. 
Haitian colonel reported 
The ousted army officer whc 
once headed Haiti's most feared 
army unit is dead. Haitian radio 
reports Col. Jean-Claude Paul died 
of a heart attack. But a family 
friend says there's speculation Paul 
was poisoned. Earlier this year, a 
federal grand jury in Miami 
indicted Paul on drug smuggling 
charges. In September, he was 
forced out of the Haitian military 
after a coup. 
Phase II of Amnesty Begins 
The next phase of the 
government's immigration reform 
program foes into effect Monday. 
Thai's when those who have been 
granted amnesty can begin 
applying for permanent residency. 
Officials expect classroom 
overcrowding may keep many 
from completing the application 
process. In many areas, the 
English and Civics classes that 
immigrants must take to qualify 
for a green card are filled. 
Imelda Marcos free on bail 
Former Philippine first lady 
Imelda Marcos may be headed back 
to Hawaii. A private jet which she 
661 wasn't rubbing 
it in—I just wanted 
Eddie to know 
the score of 
last night's game." 
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight. 
So give him a call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs. 
Reach out and touch someone.® 
If youd like to know more about 
AT&T products and services, like 
International Calling and the AT&T 
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
was seen boarding in New Jersey 
landed in San Jose, California. 
The jet belongs to tobacco heiress 
Doris Duke. Duke posted the five 
million dollars in bail for Marcos 
last week, after the former first 
lady pleaded innocent to 
racketeering charges. 
Cavazos stumping for Bush 
The first Hispanic cabinet 
member has been campaigning in 
El Paso for the Republican ticket. 
U. S. Education secretary Lauro 
Cavazos says a George Bush 
administration would make 
education a priority. Cavazos, 
president of Texas Tech and a 
Democrat, was appointed to the 
cabinet by President Reagan. 
Low Turnout Expected 
For all the last-minute 
campaigning, analysts across the 
nation predict low voter turnout 
tomorrow - except in Texas. The 
Lone Star state has both Lloyd 
Bentsen and George Bush on the 
national ticket, so turnout's liable 
to be high. But nationally, it 
could fall below 53 percent of the 
eligible voters ~ the turnout four 
years ago. 
AMOCO Awards 
Grants 
Amoco Foundation, Inc. has 
recently awarded Prairie View 
A&M University a grant for 
$12,000 to the College of 
Engineering and Architecture. The 
Mechanical Engineering and 
Chemical Engineering programs 
will receive $3,000 each, and the 
college will receive the remaining 
$6,000 for unrestricted use. 
According to the foundation's 
Executive Director Bob L. 
Arganbright, the intention of the 
grant is to increase minority 
participation in engineering fields 
" t h r o u g h  u n d e r g r a d u a t e  
scholarships, tutorial programs, 
orientation programs," and other 
means. 
In 1987, Amoco Foundation, 
Inc., gave $8,000 for engineering 
development to the university. 
Dr. Wayne D. Perry, dean of 
the College of Engineering and 
Architecture, said, "We are very 
p l e a s e d  w i t h  t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  
support the Amoco Foundation 
has given to our engineering 
programs. Their gifts have helped 
our university play an important 
role in significantly increasing the 
supply of minority engineers in 
our country." 
HOMECOMING 
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Homecoming's Here! 
Prairie View A&M University 1988 Homecoming 
Celebrating the University's 110th Anniversary 
Making It Great in '88" 
-November 6 -13,1988— 
Sunday, November 6 
9:00 ajn. 
11:00 a.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
Monday, November 7 
11:00-12 noon 
TBA 
6:00 p.m. 
Sunday School (Johnson-Phillip All Faiths Chapel) 
Chapel Services (Johnson-Phillip All Faiths Chapel) 
Homecoming Forum - Pan Hellenic Council (Hobart Taylor Hall) 
Movie Festival (Harrington Science Auditorium I & II) $ 
Special Presentation: "Black Military History: An Overview, 1619-Present," John B. Coleman Library 
College Seminars (University Wide) 
Focus Seminar - "Down Memory Lane" (Memorial Student Center Ballroom) 
7:00-^10:00 p.m. Student/Faculty Art Exhibit (Hobart Taylor Foyer) 
8:00 p.m. Fashion Revue (Hobart Taylor Recital Hall) $ 
Tuesday, November 8 
Purple and Gold Spirit Day - Student Government Association (University wide) 
TBA College Seminars (University wide) 
9:00-10:30 a.m. Special Presentation: "Black Soldiers W.W.I," John B.Coleman Library 
2:30-3:30 p.m. Special Presentation: "Black Females in Military Service," John B. Coleman Library 
7:00-9:00 p.m. University Student/Faculty Talent Showcase '88 (University Fieldhouse) $ 
Wednesday, November 9 
9:00-10:00 a.m. Special Presentation: "Black Marines and their Contributions," John B. Coleman Library 
TBA College Seminars (University wide) 
1:00-2:00 p.m. Special Presentation: "Black Military History: An Overview, 1619-Present," John B.Coleman Library 
3:00 p.m. Memorial Service (Central Mall) & Placement of Historical Markers 
6:00 p.m. Century 11 Book Review (.Memorial Student Center Ballroom) 
7:30 p.m. Miss PVAMVJ Queens Ball (University Fieldhouse) 
, 9:00-12:00 midnight Opening of Panther Arcade (Dome Parking Lot) 
Thursday, November 10 
9:30-10:30 a.m. Special Presentation: "Blacks in the Navy," John B. Coleman Library 
TBA College Seminars (University wide) 
7:00 p.m. 110th Anniversary & Awards Banquet-Rev. E. V. Hill keynoteer (Hyatt-Regency, Houston) $ 
8:00 p.m. Pan Hellenic Council Greek Step Show (Dome) $ 
9:00-12:00 midnight Panther Arcade/Block Party opens (Dome Parking Lot) 
Friday, November U 
6:00 p.m. Mock Funeral (start in front of Memorial Student Center) 
6:00 p.m. Panther Arcade opens (Dome Parking Lot) 
7:00 p.m. Pep Rally and Bon Fire (between Middle School & President's Guest House) 
7:00 p.m. National Alumni Banquet (Alumni Hall, West Wing) $ 
8:00 p.m. Council of Student Organizations Step Show (University Fieldhouse) $ 
10:00 p.m. Alumni Cocktail Party (Newman Center) $ 
11:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. Block Party/Arcade (Dome Patking Lot) 
12:00 Midnight Charles Gilpin Players Production (Hobart Taylor Recital Hall) $ 
Saturday, November 12 
2:00-6:00 a.m. Alumni Breakfast Dance (Newman Center) $ 
6:00-9:00 am. The Big Breakfast (Alumni Hall) $ 
10:00 am. Homecoming Parade (FM 1098 & 3rd. Street) 
11:30 ajn.-l:00 p.m. Special Lunch (Alumni Hall) $ 
11:45 a.m. 
TBA 
2:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
12:00-2:00 a.m. 
Sunday, November 13 
11:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m, 
3:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
1st Cavalry Division Horse Platoon Demonstration (South field Behind Administration Building) 
Residence Halls Open House • School Relations Campus Tour 
Football Game: PVAMU vs. Alcorn State University (Blackshear Stadium) $ 
Homecoming Victory Dinner (Alumni Hall West) $ 
Pigskin Revue Concert, featuring Keith Sweatt (University Fieldhouse) $ 
Arcade & Block party (Dome Parking Lot) 
Chapel Service (Johnson-Phillip All Faiths Chapel) 
110th Anniversary Convocation (address by Texas Senator Craig Washington) 
Dedication of John B. Coleman Library. 
Special exhibit in library on history of the black military. Reception and Tour following 
Baptist Student Movement Choir Musical (Hobart Taylor Recitk Hall) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
-Daily presentations in 
Coleman Library of Black military 
history. 
-Fashion revue, Hobart 
Taylor, Nov. 7, 8 p.m. 
-Memorial Service Abner 
Davis Memorial Nov. 9 at 3 p.m. 
- M i s s  P V A M U  
Coronation Nov. 9 at 7:30. 
-Panther Arcade, Nov. 
9-12. 
-110th Anniversary 
Banquet. 
-Greek Step show Nov. 
1 0 .  
-Bonfire, Mock funeral, pep 
rally Nov. 11. 
-Alumni Banquet, Nov. 11 
-Cocktail party, Nov. 11 
-Gilpin Players, Nov. 12 
midnight. 
-Parade, Nov. 12, 10 a.m. 
-PV vs. Alcorn State, 
Nov. 12. 
-Concert, Nov. 12 8 p.m. 
1 1 0 t h  A n n i v e r s a r y  
Convocation. 
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CONCERT 
* Sweat Makes It 
Last Forever 
By Jozette Maxwell 
Staff Reporters 
Whether your music tastes 
require slow jams like "How Deep 
Is Your Love" or body-rocking 
jams like "I Want Her," Keith 
Sweat's debut LP Make It Last 
Forever is the album for you. 
Make It Last Forever 
(Elektra Records 1987) shows how 
versatile Sweat can be. 
Sweat opens his heart to 
music lovers of the world with 
ballads that present a universal 
attitude of love, as he describes in 
"Right and Wrong Way." 
The title cut zoomed up the 
R&B and Adult Contemporary 
charts, creating an even bigger fan 
club of women waiting for more 
of his soulful voice. 
Sweat blossomed onto the 
scene with "1 Want Her," a song 
that jammed the night clubs and 
shot up up the R&B and pop 
charts. 
He followed up immediately 
with "Something Just Ain't 
Right." This, loo, was a chart 
topper and firmly established 
Sweat as a premier artist. 
Most of the songs on the 
album are ballads, but fans don't 
seem to mind, as sales indicate. 
Some songs sure to appeal to 
lovers everywhere include: "Don't 
Stop Your Love," "Right And 
Wrong Way," and How Deep Is 
Your Love." 
Ultimately, Keith Sweat's 
Make It Last Forever leaves 
music lovers satisfied and 
anxiously waiting for more. 
Troop: On the Rise 
By Darren Dunn KPVU 
'Hot dance steps' and 'strong 
vocal talents' are just some of the 
words used to describe one of the 
hottest young groups in the music 
industry today. They arc Troop. 
This quintet from Pasadena, 
California has rocketed to the top 
of the charts with their debut 
single "Mamacita." 
Their new album on the 
Atlantic label is a sure winner 
with the help of Eddie Levert, Sr., 
Gerald Levert and Motown's 
Brownmark. With these kinds of 
friends, who needs worry about 
bad songs. They have nothing to 
lose and neither will anyone who 
buys this hot lp. 
The talented members of 
Troop are: Rodney Benford, 
Reggie Warren, Steven Russell, 
Lawrence Allen McNeil and John 
Harold. 
TRADITIONS. . .  
Cheerleaders Mainstays of Homecoming, Spirit 
By Claudia Sutton 
Staff Reporter 
The university cheerleaders are 
getting ready to jump into the 
Homecoming Week, especially 
with it being the 110th and the 
football team at .500 for the first 
time in over a decade. 
The role of cheerleading is 
nice and, true enough, everybody 
who goes to a football game can't 
miss them leading the crowd in 
cheers, jumping up and down 
while the team is ge'ting murdered 
out on the field. All that jumping 
and cheering, however, takes 
practice. Long, hard practice. By 
dedicated people, who don't fit the 
stereotype of being blonde, ditsy, 
brainless, airheaded girls who 
automatically link up with the 
football captain and are more 
worried about how their hair looks 
or what cute studs are going to be 
at what parties. 
The Panther cheerleaders 
include girls and guys. They can 
be seen practicing daily from 5 
p.m. until dark across the street 
from the Memorial Student 
Center. 
The cheerleaders are giving 
gifts to the players of the team, to 
the coaches and to the visiting 
cheerleaders from Jack Yates High 
School in Houston. 
The cheerleaders will also 
give a prize to the best decorated 
office door on campus and for the 
person dressed in the most purple 
and gold, they lead the pep rally, 
during which the bonfire is lit. 
They will also lead the 
homecoming parade Saturday 
morning. Throughout the week, it 
is their job to keep students' and 
the team's spirits up for the big 
game against Alcorn State. 
"It's demanding being a 
cheerleader in college," cheerleader 
sponsor and Prairie View graduate 
Ms. Betty Hall said. "As you can 
see, it's more than yelling a few 
cheers and jumping up and down 
to look nice. It's a lot of 
responsibility trying to keep 
morale and spirit for such a diverse 
group as a university." 
The cheerleaders for the 1988 
football season are as follows: 
Wanda Douglas, captain; Ronald 
Ragston, co-captain; Pamela 
Francis; Sonja Howard; Tennie 
Lyons; Tena Abrom; Angela 
Dever, Thaddius Brown, Terence 
Johnson; Annette Fucles and 
mascot Ken Dorsey. 
NROTC Bonfire Ignites Homecoming Opponents...in Effigy, that is... 
wood taken away," Midshipman 
1/C Don Gray said. "We even 
took down a whole barn to get 
wood." 
The midshipmen will keep 
gathering wood up until next 
week. Then, they'll stack it up 
into one big pile. 
"We'll just pusb it up Into a 
heap, then watch it bum Friday," 
Smith said. 
The whole university, 
students, staff, faculty and 
administrators alike will likely 
turn out to see Alcorn state get 
roasted, literally. 
"Actually, this fire is an area 
event," Smith said. "We've gotten 
all the old wood nobody in the 
area wanted, but couldn't get rid of 
or couldn't give to A&M. This is 
a great morale tradition, but it's 
also a yearly cleanup for the 
community." 
Everything imaginable goes 
into the fire — woods, railroad 
timbers, telephone poles, rugs, 
mattresses, paper, boxes, 
everything, except rubber tires. 
"Nope, no way, no thank 
you, we can do without the tires," 
Smith said. "One year were bad 
midshipmen TO\\ a couple ot tires 
in and it was like Chernobyl. No, 
the fumes arc toxic and the smell 
stays for days. It's even harder to 
try to gel out of your clothes. 
The midshipmen were willing 
to let everyone in on their 
building secrets, but are mute 
about the fuel source they'll use to 
ignite the stack. 
"A&M has used JP-5 jet fuel 
before and we've used...well, 
you'll just have to come out to the 
bonfire Friday night and see the 
explosion for yourselves." 
After the cheerleaders pass out 
gifts and raise spirits, the Navy 
ROTC lights the pyre. In the 
center of that pyre, hanging on a 
thick center post is the effigy of 
the mascot of the homecoming 
opponent 
For the past several years, the 
Navy ROTC has been assigned the 
task of building the bonfire. There 
are only 90 of them, doing a job 
that will require long hours, in 
addition to school hours, to find, 
cut and haul wood. 
"We've done it so well in the 
last four years, I guess the 
university just naturally picks us," 
midshipman 1/C Greg Smith said. 
Finding the wood is always 
the biggest problem. This is not 
like the skyscraper built yearly at 
Texas A&M where the logs and 
poles are supplied and where the 
Corps of Cadets has upwards of 
2000 people to help. Midshipman 
here are basically on their own, 
save for securing equipment, 
which the unit staff does. 
This year, the midshipmen 
have gone down as far as Hockley 
and Houston for wood. In addition, 
the university has been dumping 
its wood waste at the bonfire site. 
"We have to get our wood 
from old trees near the laundry or 
from people in the area who need 
"Higher and higher it races, 
steadily growing, consuming all 
in its path. The heat is intense, 
driving even its hardiest challenger 
back to a safe distance. 
" C o n v i n c e d  i t  i s  
unchallenged, it reaches up to the 
effigy of an Indian brave hanging 
onto a log for dear life. It grabs it 
and soon enfolds it entirely within 
its scorching grasp." 
This is the poetic way of 
describing one of the most 
memorable of homecoming events 
- the bonfire. 
The night before the big 
games, the university is led to the 
bonfire site by the mock funeral. 
Members of the Prairie View A&M marching band get down on the field for Satuday's Homecoming 
The Delta Devils of MVSU come up short in more ways than one, as 
a running back fails to recover after a PV tackle. 
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HIGHLIGHTS. . .  
Black Foxes Monique Woods and Monica 
Brown practice for the game. 
Prairie View A&M University 1988 Homecoming 
Celebrating the University's 110th Anniversary 
Making It Great in '88" 
SET YOUR HOMECOMING OUT!!!!!!!!! 
•j*. 
Parade 
Navy ROTC color guard 
Army ROTC color guard 
Escort for Coronation of Miss PVAMU 
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VOTE page 1 
Texas. 
Refreshed by the sleep 
Dukakis denied himself, Vice 
President Bush works his way 
across the country from Houston, 
where he'll watch Tuesday's 
election returns. 
Unlike Dukakis, who is 
campaigning almost continuously, 
bush is rationing his appearances 
to states he feels the Democrat has 
to win to have a chance at 
capturing the White House. 
Monday's schedule calls for 
appearances in Michigan and 
Ohio, two states a senior 
campaign official says could spell 
Dukakis' fate early Tuesday 
in Covina, California, Sunday, 
both states are critical to the 
Democrat's winning strategy. If 
either goes to Bush, there is no 
way Dukakis can win, without 
capturing Western or Southern 
states where polls indicate the vice 
president now holds a strong lead. 
Meanwhile, President Reaean 
will rally the troops in California, 
which the campaign officials call 
the Dukakis Death Star and the 
Bush Campaign Insurance Policy. 
And Baltimore is the first 
stop for Bush's running mate 
today. Dan Quayle bristles at 
suggestions that he's being kept in 
solid Republican areas. He notes 
that traditionally-Democratic 
Maryland is not a so-called "safe 
area." After Maryland, Quayle 
heads for Virginia. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * 
DATE Froni Pase 6 
hostage David Jacobsen received a 
welcome-home from President 
Reagan at the White House. 
Ten years ago: Former 
heavyweight boxing champion 
Gene Tunney, who twice defeated 
Jack Dempsey for the title in the 
1920's, died in Greenwich, 
Connecticut at age 80. 
Five years ago: A bomb 
exploded in the U. S. Capitol, 
injuring no one; Soviet leader 
Yuri Andropov failed to show up 
for the annual Revolution Day 
Parade; President Reagan 
welcomed home U. S. medical 
students who had been on the 
island of Grenada at the time of 
the U. S.-led invasion. 
One year ago: Judge Douglas 
H. Ginsburg asked President 
Reagan to withdraw his 
nomination to the U. S. Supreme 
Court, citing the the clamor that 
arose when it was revealed 
Ginsburg had smoked marijuana 
several times in the 1960's and 
1970's. 
Today's birthdays include: 
Evangelist billy Graham, 70; jazz 
musician A1 Hirt, 66; opera singer 
Dame Joan Sutherland, 62; 
Senator Rudy Boschwitx 
(R-Minn.), 58; singer-songwriter 
Joni Mitchell, 45, and actress 
Dana Plato, 24. 
Thought for today: "History 
makes one shudder and laugh by 
turns." - Horace Walpole, English 
author (1717-1797). 
Eiland TACA Head 
The GM Sunraycer is making its way 
to the Prairie View A&M University 
campus. 
Winner of the 1,950-mile 
transcontinental World Solar 
Challenge race in Australia, the 
Sunraycer represents the develop­
ment of advanced technology as 
applied in aerodynamic design, 
lightweight structures and materials, 
high-efficiency batteries, lightweight 
electric motors, suspension and 
steering systems and high-efficiency 
solar arrays and power electronics. 
Sixteen different General Motors' 
organizations as well as AeroViron-
ment and several other suppliers 
contributed to the Sunraycer project. 
The GM Sunraycer is truly a triumph 
of teamwork and technology and is 
certain to stimulate the future of land 
travel engineering. Stop by and see 
the Sunraycer and other GM concept 
vehicles. 
November 22 
In front of the 
Memorial Student Center 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Dr. Millard F. Eiland, head of 
t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  
Communications at Prairie View 
A&M University, was elected 
President of the Texas Association 
f o r  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  
Administration (T.A.C.A.) for the 
1988-1989 term. 
The election took place at the 
annual meeting of the T.A.C.A., 
held last month in conjunction 
with the annual meeting of the 
Texas Speech Communication 
Association, at the Hyatt-Regency 
Hotel in Ft. Worth, Texas. 
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E D I T O R I A L  
They'll see blaek faces, Hispanic j 
faces, Asian faces, white faces, 
you name it, we've got it. 
They'll see the new Alumni 
Hall. Lines won't be quite as 
long. There will be five different 
food lines to choose from. It will 
be like nothing they've ever seen 
before, much less something 
we've never seen before - i.e., 
nutritious food. 
They'll go into the Memorial 
Student center and see some 
changes. For one thing, 
everything is just about, purple. 
THE IN-BETWEEN SIDE 
Begin Graduate School in 
January *89 
• Master of Arts 
» Doctor of Psychology 
• Innovative • Applied • Clinical • Small Classes 
• Hospital Affiliations • Clinical Training Facilities On Premises 
• Afternoon & Evening Classes • North Central Accredited 
• Full & Parttime Programs • Handicapped Accessibility 
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility 
Forest Institute of Professional Psychology 
1322 South Campbell •• Springfield. MO 65807 
417 831-7902 
By Gregory Smith 
Editor-in-Chief 
When the first alumni hit the 
campus next week, many will 
view Prairie View a sight for sore 
eyes. But, after the initial first 
glance, they may call PV a sight 
for surprised eyes. 
For many, the last view of 
he yard was a place of old, 
celing buildings and a muddy 
football field where students made 
up with what they could scare un. 
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. is sponsoring an aluminum can drive 
for the fall of 1988. The purpose of the drive is to use funds derived from 
recycled cans to help the United Negro College Fund. Help us by 
dropping your cans in the designated collection boxes on campus or call 
857-2987 or 857-2589 for a pickup (30 cans or more). Your cooperation 
is appreciated. 
THANK YOU 
OMEGA PSI PHI 
RHO THETA CHAPTER 
Public Service Announcement 
What they win see win ne a 
new library, new engineering and 
engineering technology buildings, 
new dorms, new police cars, new 
police, a new gym, a new 
swimming pool, a yearbook that 
actually gets published and the 
Purple P. 
Of course, they'll see the 
Blackshear Stadium and the same 
aluminum seats expected to 
accommodate 10,000 people. 
That, with a quick look at the 
lines in Alumni and the lines at 
the fiscal office and they'll 
definitely know they're back on 
the yard. 
No, actually, they'll see a 
very different campus than the one 
they left cons ago. They'll get to 
sec, during the dorm open house, 
girls walking unescorted to and 
from guys' rooms; they'll see male 
bodies underestimating the leap 
from the windows of Drew and 
Banks; they'll see resident advisors 
busting the guys for frying 
chicken in the rooms, then finding 
out the smoke alarms actually 
work. 
But, let's not be negative. 
They will notice the 
overabundance of students here. 
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ENTERTRINMENT 
Tony, Toni, Ton'e! Not a'Who?' Anymore 
TONY, TONI, TON'E! 
WHO?! 
By Sonya Haynes 
Staff Reporter 
That word seems appropriate 
for a group that stormed onto the 
R&B scene with such an unusual 
name. 
Tony, Toni, Tone'! shot 
onto the charts with "Little 
Walter." This song explained what 
happened to a roommate who dealt 
drugs on the side, bought fancy 
clothes and such, but still ended 
up dead. The song gives its 
message through strong lyrics'and 
a def jam. The song's video also 
gave the group immediate 
recognition, using comedian 
Sinbad from "A Different World." 
W h o ?  the LP features a 
mixture of soft ballads and 
uplifting dance music. 
Collectively, Tony, Toni, 
Tone'! is: Raphael Ray Wiggins, 
Dwayne Wiggins. Timothy 
Christian, Elijah Baker, Antron 
Haile and Carl Wheeler. Denzil 
Foster and Thomas McElroy of 
Warner Bros, produced the album 
and helped write six of the nine 
songs. Tony, Toni, Ton'e! 
wrote or co-wrote all the songs. 
Anyone seeing this album in 
the record store or seeing a video 
would wonder right away where 
the band got it's name. As the 
story goes, the band was 
performing in a local talent show 
when they realized, minutes before 
they were supposed to perform, 
that they didn't have a name for 
themselves. One member 
immediately said "Tony, Toni, 
Tone'!" With a little modification, 
they gave the stage manager a 
chic-sounding name and, thus, a 
new group was born. 
Who? also features two other 
chartrisers. "Bom Not to Know" 
features yet another message on 
life, specifically on IUVC, urugs, 
sex and other things. This is 
almost lost when an 
interview-type conversation cuts 
in at the beginning and end, but 
the music is pleasing and keeps 
the song humming through the 
mind continuously. 
Now "Babv Doll" is out arid 
Evon Geffries Takes a Stand With Lifefs fChaptersf 
twit.ee' 
SEX WO LOVE 
stand Am mmm 
IF NOT FOR YOU 
WHY DOES IT HURT 
WHEN W KISS? 
hmrtim 
A  N i d V E L  B Y  
EVON GEFFRIES & 
THE STAND 
Evon Geffries & The 
Stand - a new group on the 
Atlantic Records label are making 
themselves known with the 
hit "Stand and Deliver" from their 
debut lp ChaptersA. 
The album is put together in 
the form of a novel, telling the 
story of two people who meet, fall 
in love and then break up. 
The group itself has been 
described as having an early 70's 
Reviews 
Look for interviews and 
pictures of Keith Sweat and 
Troop. 
Plus, check out these 
new releases: 
MIDNIGHT 
STAR..."Don't Rock that 
Boat." 
BIRD...The life of 
Charlie Parker, tragic jazz 
artist, by Clint Eastwood. 
T H E  I N V A D E R S  
PLAN...L. Ron Hubbard's 
science fiction brings 
science fiction back into 
already receiving rave reviews. 
This one, however, does not 
preach a message, which the 
previous two did subtly. It just 
talks about..well, you can guess. 
Overall, the theme seems to 
be on love and heartbreak. In fact, 
three of the song titles include a 
variation of the word 'love.' 
Overall, this tape is a must 
for pure listening enjoyment and a 
hot dance record. After a few more 
songs, one thing people will not 
be saying about Tony, Toni, 
Tone'! is "Who?" 
sound with a late 80's edge. 
The group consists of lead 
singer Sandra St. Victor, 24; Peter 
Lord, 29, and Jeffery Smith, 34. 
Other standout cuts from 
Chapters include "Sex W/O Love" 
and "Witness." 
The album is easy to listen to 
and sure to put you in a good 
mood, especially after a hard day. 
for next issue: 
the forefront of fiction and 
imagination. 
T H E  B O Y S . . . T h e y  
sound just like the early 
New Edition. What do they 
have to get that differs 
from New Edition? 
COCKTAIL...The 
soundtrack features some 
hot hits, including Bobby 
McFerrin, Little Richard 
and "Kokomo," the first #1 
song for the Beach Boys in 
23 years. 
BATS Rubes 
By Leigh Rubin 
SPORTS 
PV BURNS DELTA 
DEVILS 36-7 Panthers  Claw UflPB 
By Kevin Lyons 
Sports Editor 
The upstart Prairie View 
Panthers evened their season record 
at 4-4 with an impressive 36-7 
victory over the Delta Devils from 
Mississippi Valley State. The 
Panthers were led by QB Kevin 
Phillips, who posted "Warren 
Moon-like" numbers. Phillips 
was 20 of 30 for 277 yards and 
four touchdowns. On the 
receiving end of Phillips' precise 
passes were Thomas Monroe (8 
for 129yds/2 tds) and George Glaze 
(6 for 127 yards/1 Id). Frankie 
Hallum (1 td) and Sammie 
Widemon also contributed with 
key receptions as did Greg Cofer 
who caught five passes out of the 
backfield. 
Prairie View scored first on 
Phillips' first touchdown pass of 
the game. His pass to George 
Glaze gave the PaniheTs a lead that 
they would never relinquish. 
Prairie View's next four 
possessions ended with two 
Jimmy Corzine field goals and 
two Thomas Monroe touchdown 
catches that put the Panthers up 
27-0 at the half. 
Prairie View added nine more 
points in the second half on 
Hallum's touchdown reception and 
a Jimmy Corzine 40 yard field 
goal. Corzine's third successful 
field goal attempt gave Prairie 
View a 36-0 lead. The Delta 
Devils did add a touchdown late in 
the fourth quarter, but it did little 
to offset the dominating effort of 
the Panthers. Prairie View can 
now shoot for its first winning 
season since 1976 with two 
straight victories over their 
upcoming opponents: Alcorn 
State in the Homecoming game, 
and Langston University in the 
season finale. 
1 2 3 4 T 
PV 10 17 06 03 36 
MVSU 00 00 00 07 07 
PV Glaze 36 pass from Phillips (PAT) 
PV Corzine 47 yd field goal 
PV Corzine 32 yd field goal 
PV Monroe 2 pass from Phillips (PAT) 
PV Monroe 15 pass from Phillips (PAT) 
PV Hallum 11 pass from Phillips 
PV Corzine 40 yd. field goal 
MVSU Alexander IS pass from Steward 
(PAT) 
Prairie View Miss. Valley 
22 First Downs 14 
7 rushing 6 
14 passing 8 
1 penalty 0 
170 Net Yards Rushing 126 
292 Net Yards Passing 162 
462 Total Net Yards 288 
80 Total Offensive Plays 64 
Kevin Lyons 
Sports Editor 
A stout defense, and a 
nononsense approach on offense 
led Prairie View to a 13 to 3 
decision over the Golden Lions 
from the University of Arkansas 
Pine Bluff on Saturday, October 
the eighth at Robertson Stadium. 
The victory gives Prairie View a 
record of 3 and 3 and keeps the 
Panthers on track to obtain there 
best record since the 7-5 
campaign in 1976 
The first half saw both teams 
combine for a total of 353 total 
yards of offense, and amazingly no 
points as five lost fumbles (2 by 
PV and 3 by UAPB) contributed 
to the scoreless first half. 
Prairie View threatened early 
in the third quarter after Greg 
Cofer's 25 yard run gave the 
Panthers a first down and ten at 
the Golden Lion 25 yard line. 
However, on fourth and one from 
the UAPB 16, Prairie View had to 
give the ball up when Cofer was 
thrown for a one yard loss. 
Midway through the third quarter, 
Panther Louis Lopez fumbled on 
PV's 22 yardline, and UAPB 
recovered. The Golden Lions got 
as close as the five yard line, but 
the Panther defense held and forced 
Cross Country Women Take Second 
Consecutive SWAC Title 
By Kevin Lyons 
Sports Editor 
The Prairie View women 
easily outpointed their 
competition in running away with 
their second consecutive SWAC 
cross country title in Baton 
Rouge, Lousiana on Oct. 31. 
Jackson States' Alvena Valdez 
finished in first place, and won the 
individual cross country title. 
The SWAC schools 
competing in the meet were 
awarded points based in order of 
their respective participants finish. 
(1st place=tl point, 2nd place=2 
points, etc.) The team with the 
lowest overall score ( which was 
Prairie View) won the meet. Only 
the first five finishers were taken 
for the overall team score. 
Prairie View won the meet 
with a total of 29 points. Jackson 
St. finished a distant second with a 
team total of 79 points, and 
Grambling finished third with 107 
points. 
In the individual race of the 
3.2 mile course, Prairie View had 
five runners to finish in the top 
ten. Joan Simmons, a 
Sophomore from St. Louis, 
finished in second place as Prairie 
View's top runner with a time of 
18:59. Babara Smiths' third place 
time of 19:03 was just ahead of 
Prairie View's sixth place finisher 
Celisha Shy. Shy's time of 19:27 
put her ahead of Tonya Jenkins 
who finished eighth at 19:41 and 
Toni Byrd who rounded out the 
top ten with a time of 19:51. 
Celisha Shy, a sophomore 
from East St. Louis, Missouri 
spoke on the teams second straight 
SWAC title: "The key to our 
success was to just get the fifth 
runner to come through. Four of 
our five runners had competed in 
the SWAC before, and so we had 
the experience. But the key was 
that Toni (freshman Toni Byrd 
who finished tenth) was able to 
get a high finish. Her finish 
really helped us in our quest for 
back to back titles". 
8 ,000 ,000  Didn' t  Care  Enough to  Uote  in  1984  
U0TE N0UEMBER 8  
IT COULD BE THE MOST IMPORTANT DECISION YOU'LL EUER MAKE 
UAPB to settle for a 27 yard 
George Powell field goal to take a 
3-0 lead over the Panthers. 
Prairie View came right back 
on there next possession, and took 
the lead for good on a Greg Cofer 
7 yard touchdown run on the first 
play of the fourth quarter. The 12 
play, 70 yard drive consumed 
5:26, and was kept alive on a 
beautiful reception of a Kevin 
Phillips pass by split-end George 
Glaze. Medina's point after gave 
Prairie View a 7-3 lead. The 
Golden Lions, unphased, again 
drove deep into Panther territory-
However, like a staggered 
champion, the Prairie View 
defense rose to the occasion, and 
forced UAPB to settle for another 
field goal. The kick was lipped al 
the line and fell short of the goal 
posts, thus keeping the Panthers 4 
point lead safe. 
With 6:13 remaining and 
Prairie View needing to gain a few 
first downs to run out the clock, 
See UAPB page 18 
Photo By Jeffery Armstrong 
UAPB>r^e ^6C"na '<'c'cs a *le,d 9oa'to give PV a 13-3 lead over 
Football 
11/12 
Upcoming Sports Events 
Alcorn St. in Prairie View @2:00 
(Homecoming) 
Women's Volleyball 
11/08 Southwest Texas St. in San Marcos, Tx. @7:00 
11/11&12 Conference Championship in Montgomery,Ala. 
@ 7 : 0 0  
11/15 McNeese St. in Lake Charles, LA. @7:00 
Men's Cross Country 
11/12 NCAA District VI Championships in Denton, Tx. 
11/23 NCAA National Championships in Denton, Tx. 
*¥• *1* *1* 
The women will tip-off their basketball season at the 
Thanksgiving tournament in Huntsville, Tx. on November 
25 and 26. The basketball team "womanhandled" Wharton 
Junior College in a scrimmage on November 1. 
However, head coach Bob Atkins was not overly pleased 
with his teams' effort, "They should not have scored on us, 
but we were not in good shape. We'd better get our acts 
together before conference play. The Panther football 
team will be going for its first winning season since 1976 
when it faces Alcorn St. in the homecoming game on 
November 12. Quote of the week: Coach Atkins on his 
team not being in shape, "One of my girls was breathing 
very hard in the past scrimmage, and when I looked over at 
her she tried to hold her breath to make me think that she 
wasn't tired. I just looked at her and laughed until she 
turned purple, and started sucking for air." 
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SPORTS 
PEGRAM 
from page 1 
own investigation. 
Panther:Have you attended 
another school besides Prairie 
View? 
Pegram:Yes, I attended 
Navarro Junior College in the 
1984-85 and 1985-86 school 
years. 
Panther:Including the 86-87 
and 87-88 school years, that's four 
years that you have been in 
school. Why isn't Robinson's 
claim legitimate? 
Pegram:In the 1984-85 
school year, 1 only carried the ball 
3 times for five yards. Because I 
didn't play at least 20 percent of 
the season, I was rcdshirtcd my 
freshmen year, thus giving me an 
extra four years of athletic 
elgibility. In the 1985-86 school 
year, I didn't play a down. 
Panther:What is Robinson's 
claim? 
Pegr a m : Through his 
investigation, he claims that I 
carried the ball 21 times for 35 
yards, thus putting me on the field 
for 20 percent of the season. 
Panther:Has Prairie View 
conducted its own investigation? 
Pegram:Yes. They tracked 
down in San Antonio my old head 
coach Harold Hcarns (now retired) 
at Navarro Junior College, and he 
confirmed that I did not play in 20 
percent of the games. 
Panther:Thcn what is the 
delay in the coaching staff letting 
you play? 
Pegram:Now the SWAC is 
conducting its own investigation, 
and I think that they (PV) are 
afraid that something else that's 
not there may be uncovered. If 
somehow I am declared ineligible, 
Prairie View might have to forfeit 
the games that I have played in, 
and PV doesn't want to risk that. 
After all, we are having one of our 
best seasons in a long time. 
Panther:Do you know of 
any precedents to this same 
situation? 
Pegram:Yes. Last year at 
Southern University, 3 guys were 
declared ineligible because they 
had played more than their allotted 
time in college athletics. Their 
penalty was , a scant two 
scholarships removed, and they 
could not play on television. 
Panther:In your absence, 
your backup Greg Cofer has 
performed very well. Do you have 
any mixed feelings about that? 
Pegram:Absolutely not! 
When I was in the lineup, Cofer 
was always a hard worker. His 
hustle kept me on my toes 
because I knew that if I didn't 
perform well Cofer could replace 
me. 
Panther:Whcn you finish 
your college career here at Prairie 
View, what will be your next 
step? 
Pegram:I've had pro scouts 
from the Raiders, Dolphins, 
Broncos, Cowboys, 49ers, and 
Giants all time me in the forty 
yard dash. Some of these teams 
want to take a second look at me 
in their camps next spring. The 
Giants have expressed the most 
interest in me, and I think with 
the right breaks, I can play in the 
NFL. 
What are the three biggest lies in the world? 
Smoking is relaxing. Smoking is glamorous. Lung cancer won't happen to me. 
I his year, 125,000 Americans learned the truth about smoking 
when they were diagnosed with lung cancer. 
EVERY QITITER IS A WINNER. I  
The Great American Smokeout. Nov. 17. ycANcs? 
PEGRAM 
r SOCIETY 
Created as a public service by McCaffrey and McCall, Inc. 
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SPORTS 
Capitol Classic 
Hornets Give Panthers Painful Sting 45-7 
By Kevin Lyons 
Sports Editor 
Prairie View's roller coaster 
ride this season took a downward 
plunge with a 45-7 shellacking at 
the hands of Alabama State in 
Austin, Texas on October 29. 
The Panthers yielded a gaudy 515 
yards of total offense to Alabama 
State, which included six plays of 
more than 20 yards. 
Alabama State scored on the 
third play of the game with a 
razzle-dazzle play that saw 
quarterback Ricky Jones throw a 
lateral to his split-end. After the 
split-end reversed field, he handed 
U f l P B  
the ball back to Jones who then 
look it 54 yards for a touchdown. 
The Hornets continued their 
scoring assault in the second 
quarter with a one-yard touchdown 
run by their All-American fullback 
Brad Baxter. Ricky Jones ended 
the first half scoring with a 20 
yard touchdown run to make the 
halftime score 21 to 0. 
After Prairie View's QB 
Kevin Phillips fumbled on the 
eigth play of the third quarter, 
Alabama State went 45 yards on 
one play with a touchdown pass 
from Atonius Smith to Victor 
Marshall. Prairie View got its 
only score of the game on a one 
yard touchdown run by Derrick 
Howard. That score brought the 
Panthers to within 35 to 7. The 
Hornets scored in the fourth 
quarter with a beautiful 93 yard 
pass from Antonius Smith to 
Reggie Brown. A 19 yard 
Reginald Adams field goal for 
ASU capped the scoring. With 
the loss, Prairie View fell to 3-4 
(2-3 in SWAC play.) 
from page 16 
Greg Cofer took control. Cofer 
led the Panthers on an eight play 
eighty yard drive. In the decisive 
drive, Cofer gained 62 yards on 8 
carries. The final carry was a 23 
yard dash up the middle of the 
UAPB defense. Cofer's carry came 
with 1:43 remaining, and shattered 
any hopes of a Golden Lion 
comeback. 
Prairie View had their most 
balanced offensive attack of the 
season with 166 yards rushing and 
175 yards passing. Cofer led the 
rushing parade with 142 yards on 
25 carries and two touchdowns. 
Freshman-quarterback Kevin 
Phillips connected on 11 of 21 
passes for 175 yards, and the 
offensive line only allowed him to 
be sacked once. The defense was 
led by Senior-linebacker Randy 
Moultry with 13 tackles. Moultry 
and the rest of the Panther defense 
helped Prairie View stifle the 
UAPB offense when it counted 
most. 
1 2 3 4 T 
Prairie View 00 00 00 13 13 
UAPB 00 00 03 00 3 
UAPB Powell 22 yd field goal 
PV Cofer 7 yd run (Medina kick) 
PV Cofer 23 yd run (kick failed) 
Rushing Leaders 
PV Cofer-35/142/2tds; Lopez-7/27 
UAPB Mabry-21/75; Boyd-7/36 
Passing Leaders 
PV Phillips-11 of 21 for 175 yds. 
UAPB Boyd- 7 of 17 for 151 yds. 
Pass Receiving 
PV Glazc-4/47; Cofer-2/58 
UAPB Brozden-2/65; Marshall 1/20 
First their up.... 
...Then their down! The PV marching band "gets down" during a 
recent game at Robertson Stadium. 
• 
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Not everybody could wait for basketball season as these 
gentlemen show during a pickup game in the women's gym. 
Next Opponent: 
Alcorn St. University 
Quick Facts: 
Record: 2-2 Conf., 4-3 Overall 
1987 Record: 6-3 
Head Coach: Theophilus Danzy, Sr. 
Enrollment: 3,000 
Nickname: Braves 
Colors: Purple and Gold 
Stadium Surface: Natural Grass 
Stadium/Capacity: Henderson (10,000) 
President: Dr. Walter Washington 
Last Year's Result: Alcorn 20, P.V. 19 
Note: Danzy was the Prairie View 
coach during the 1972-73 campaign. 
1988 SWAC Standings 
Conference Overall 
Team WLT PF PA WLT PF PA 
Jackson St 5 0 0 136 48 5 0 2 172 84 
Grambling St 4 1 0 160 75 6 2 0 231 159 
Alabama St 3 20 115 60 4 20 120 70 
AlcomSt 2 2 0 74 70 4 3 0 135 137 
Prairie View...3 3 0 97 149 4 4 0 113 176 
Southern U .....3 3 0 113 105 3 5 0 133 176 
Miss. Valley St 1 40 69 158 3 6 0 153 245 
Texas Southern 0 60 61 158 090 81 269 
Saturday's Games 
Alcom St. at Miss. Valley St., 1 p.m. 
Alabama St. at Grambling St., 1:30 p.m. 
Texas Southern at Jackson St., 7:30 p.m. 
Southern University at Bethune-Cookman, 7:30pm 
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R E S E R V E  O F F I C E R S '  T R A I N I N G  C O R P S  
' THE DASE CO-OP PROGRAM IS LIKE 
A COURSE IN REAL LIFE." 
"The big thing it offers is experience, and that's what companies look for. 
There are things I've learned on the job that I couldn't learn in school." 
The Department of Army Scientific and Engineering (DASE) Co-op Program 
provides ROTC students the opportunity to work in a Department of the Army 
facility while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience 
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance 
per year and the opportunity for continued employment after graduation. 
Tb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to 
a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application pro­
cedures, contact the Chairman of the Co-op Department, or the Professor of 
Military Science. 
Students are selected on a competitive basis. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOG CAN TAKE. 
P r a i r i e  V i e w  A & M  , U m v  
L T C  A l d r i d g e  
857-4612-
M i l i t a r y  S c i e n c e  D e p t  
P r a i r i e  V i e w .  T X .  
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DRESS FOR SUCCESS. 
As a Navy officer, pride and profes­
sionalism come with the territory. 
You also develop the potential that 
you know you have and gain leader­
ship experience that builds success. 
In operations and management, 
in scientific and technical fields, you 
work with highly talented men and 
women committed to being the best. 
You'll get a solid starting salary 
and additional allowances that add 
even more to your income. Pius, 
you'll get benefits like free medical 
and dental care, thirty days' paid 
vacation each year, and opportuni­
ties for postgraduate education. 
To qualify, you must be a U.S. 
citizen no more than 28 years old, 
have a BA or BS degree, and pass an 
aptitude test and physical exam. Get 
a leadership and management oppor 
tunity that makes a big difference in 
any career. CALL LT MARK MORRIS 
AT 857-2311 OR 857-2310 FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
NAVY4 OFFICER. 
LEAD THE ADVENTURE. 
